Photobleaching approaches to investigate diffusional mobility and trafficking of Ras in living cells.
Recent advances in our understanding of the intracellular trafficking, membrane microenvironment, and subcellular sites of signaling of Ras have been driven by observations of GFP-tagged Ras in living cells. Here, we describe methods to gain further insight into the regulation of these events through the use of quantitative fluorescence microscopy. We focus on three techniques, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP), and selective photobleaching. While all of these techniques exploit photobleaching as a tool to monitor protein dynamics, they each provide a unique subset of information. In particular, FRAP provides measurements of protein mobility via lateral diffusion by monitoring recovery of fluorescence into a region following a single photobleaching event. FLIP assesses the level of continuity and communication between subcellular compartments by repetitively photobleaching a region of interest and following concomitant loss of fluorescence from other areas in the cell. Selective photobleaching reveals kinetic information about active and passive transport of proteins into organelles such as the Golgi complex or between areas of protein enrichment such as caveolae. We describe how to implement these techniques using commercially available confocal microscopes and outline methods for data analysis. Finally, we discuss how these approaches are being used to provide new insights into the mechanisms of membrane microdomain localization, vesicular versus non-vesicular transport, and kinetics of exchange of Ras on and off of cell membranes.